1. Consider the code on the board for 022311-madlibs.html
   
   a) How many Javascript statements are there in the onclick event handler?
   
   b) How do you know?
   
   c) How many variables are there?
   
   d) What are their names?
   
   e) Describe in your own words what the last Javascript statement does.

2. Circle all of the following which are NOT legal Javascript variable names.

   NAME   "my name"   my1stname
   firstname  Dave   my@name
   lstName X    my_name
   LName my_name

3. Trace the execution of the following JavaScript statements and try to predict their behavior. For each assignment, fill in the values of the variables in their corresponding boxes (even those values that aren't changed).

   word1 = 'foo';

   word2 = 'foo' + 'bar';

   word3 = 'biz';

   word1 = word2 + word3;

   word2 = word2 + word2;